Directions

**Coming to CHOP from I-76 EAST**

- **Market Street exit:** Take exit 345 toward Market Street/30th Street Station. Turn right at Market Street. Turn left at 34th Street, which becomes Civic Center Boulevard. Continue on Civic Center Boulevard as it curves right around the Hospital. Go to the traffic light and make a right into Osler Circle.

- **University Avenue exit:** Take exit 346B for University Avenue. Stay in the right lane, which merges with University Avenue. At the next light, turn right onto Civic Center Boulevard. At the next light, turn right onto Health Sciences Drive. Continue, passing West Service Drive, to East Service Drive. Turn left onto Civic Center Boulevard. At the next light, make a right into Osler Circle.

**Coming to CHOP from I-76 WEST**

- **University Avenue exit:** Take exit 346B for Civic Center/University Avenue. You will merge onto 34th Street. After crossing the bridge, 34th Street turns slightly left and becomes University Avenue. Stay in the right lane and turn right at the traffic light (Civic Center Boulevard). At the next light, turn right onto Health Sciences Drive. Continue, passing West Service Drive, to East Service Drive. Turn left onto Civic Center Boulevard. At the next light, make a right into Osler Circle.

- **Market Street exit:** Take exit 345 for Market Street toward 30th Street Station. Cross Chestnut Street and continue to the next traffic light (Market Street). Turn left at Market Street. Turn left at 34th Street, which becomes Civic Center Boulevard. Continue on Civic Center Boulevard as it curves right around the Hospital. Go to the traffic light and make a right into Osler Circle.

**From CHOP to I-76 EAST/WEST**

**Using University Avenue**

When leaving the Wood Center parking garage, make a right at the top of the exit ramp and then make a U-turn at the stop sign, proceeding around Osler Circle, and exiting at the light onto Civic Center Boulevard. Follow University Avenue and turn left at the light.

- **I-76 East** - Stay in the left lane on University Avenue, following the sign for I-76 East. The road will then curve to the right and become 34th Street. Follow 34th Street until you see a sign for I-76 East. Take the ramp onto I-76 East.

- **I-76 West** - Stay on the right lane on University Avenue, following the sign to I-76 West. Take the ramp onto I-76 West.

**Using Market Street**

When leaving the Wood Center parking garage, make a right at the top of the exit ramp and then make a U-turn at the stop sign, proceeding around Osler Circle, and exiting at the light onto Civic Center Boulevard. Follow Market Street and you will see signs for I-76 East/West.

- **I-76 East** - Turn right and merge onto I-76 East, following the ramp to Airport/I-95/Sports Complex.

- **I-76 West** - Turn left. Bearing right, take the ramp onto I-76 West.
The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia is marked in black. Turn into Osler Circle for parking. See inset map.